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Abstract

Background Adrenomedullin (AM) is a bioactive peptide

having many pleiotropic effects, including mucosal healing

and immunomodulation. AM has shown beneficial effects

in rodent models and in preliminary study for patients with

ulcerative colitis (UC). We performed a clinical trial to

investigate the efficacy and safety of AM in patients with

UC.

Methods This was a multi-center, double-blind, placebo-

controlled phase-2a trial evaluating 28 patients in Japan

with steroid-resistant UC. Patients were randomly assigned

to four groups and given an infusion of 5, 10, 15 ng/kg/min

of AM or placebo for 8 h per day for 14 days. The primary

endpoint was the change in Mayo scores at 2 weeks. Main
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secondary endpoints included the change in Mayo scores

and the rate of clinical remission at 8 weeks, defined as a

Mayo score 0.

Results No differences in the primary or secondary end-

points were observed among the four groups at 2 weeks.

Despite the insufficient tracking rate, the Mayo score at 8

weeks was only significantly decreased in the high-dose

AM group (15 ng/kg/min) compared with the placebo

group (- 9.3 ± 1.2 vs. - 3.0 ± 2.8, P = 0.035), with its

rate of clinical remission at 8 weeks being significantly

higher (3/3, 100% vs. 0/2, 0%, P = 0.025). We noted mild

but no serious adverse events caused by the vasodilatory

effect of AM.

Conclusions In this double-blind randomized trial, we

observed the complete remission at 8 weeks in patients

with steroid-resistant UC receiving a high dose of AM.

Clinical trial registry JAPIC clinical trials information;

Japic CTI-205255 (200410115290). https://www.clin

icaltrials.jp/cti-user/trial/Search.jsp.

Keywords Adrenomedullin � Ulcerative colitis � Phase 2a

clinical trial � Japanese

Introduction

Ulcerative colitis (UC) is an intractable disease that causes

chronic inflammation or ulcers in the mucosa of the colon.

In recent decades, many new medical regimens, such as

biologics and immunosuppressants, have been introduced

for the treatment of UC, with the clinical outcomes of

patients being improved. Especially, biologics including

antitumor necrosis factor (TNF) agents and anti-integrin

antibodies have shown significant effectiveness even in

intractable cases, such as steroid-refractory and steroid-

dependent UC [1–3]. However, intractable cases in which

mucosal healing has been disturbed remain untreat-

able even when using advanced anti-inflammatory thera-

pies. So novel drugs contributing to the mucosal

regeneration through new mechanisms are desired.

Adrenomedullin (AM) is a potent vasodilatory peptide

ubiquitously found in tissues and organs, especially in

cardiovascular tissues, kidneys, lungs, and endocrine

glands [4]. Beside its vasoactive property, AM is known to

have many pleiotropic effects, including mucosal healing

and immunomodulation [5]. In particular, AM has been

reported to be highly expressed in the gastrointestinal tract,

with a high concentration of AM being found in the colon

[6]. The beneficial effects of AM have been confirmed in

an experimental rodent model of inflammatory bowel dis-

ease (IBD) [7–13]. In these experimental IBD models, AM

was shown to suppress the inflammatory cytokines, stabi-

lize the membrane, restore the vascular function, and

accelerate ulcer reepithelialization and colon tissue regen-

eration [7–13]. More importantly, AM displayed consid-

erable effects in seven patients with steroid-resistant UC in

an exploratory clinical study [14]. These data suggested

that AM might be a potent therapeutic candidate for UC

because it acts via a novel mechanism that is not dependent

on excessive immunosuppression and promotes mucosal

regeneration. Additionally, as AM is an endogenous pep-

tide, it would be expected to be safe for patients and could

be added to existing drugs, such as steroids, immunosup-

pressants, and biologics. We have recently finished a phase

1 investigator-initiated clinical trial in healthy Japanese

men and confirmed the safety and tolerability of AM [15].

After that, we have prepared a new AM formulation and

planned a phase-2a investigator-initiated clinical trial for

patients with intractable UC, due to the lack of support

from industrial companies. In this multi-center, random-

ized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study, we evaluated

the efficacy and safety of AM in Japanese patients with

steroid-resistant UC. We also evaluated the dose-depen-

dency of the response.

Materials and methods

Drug formulation

Briefly, AM is a peptide containing 52 amino acid residues

with a ring structure formed by one intramolecular disul-

fide bond and an amidated structure formed by a C-ter-

minal tyrosine [16]. We have produced a new lot of AM

formulation for this phase 2 clinical trial utilizing the same

manufacturing process according to the good manufactur-

ing practice (GMP), as previously reported [15]. Briefly,

the active pharmaceutical ingredient was chemically syn-

thesized under GMP by the Peptide Institute (Osaka,

Japan). Subsequently, the active pharmaceutical ingredient

was dissolved in water containing D-mannitol and formu-

lated as a freeze-dried material by Fuji Yakuhin (Toyama,

Japan). Accordingly, a vial of AM for injection contained

500 lg AM and 50 mg D-mannitol. Likewise, a vial of

placebo, which was indistinguishable from a vial of AM,

contained 50 mg D-mannitol only. Vials were stored at

2–8 �C. Both the first and present lot of AM formulation

have been subjected to a stability test conducted for

48 months by Fuji Yakuhin. Results confirmed the stability

of our AM formulation for up to 48 months.

Study design

This phase-2a, randomized, double-blind, multi-center,

placebo-controlled study was conducted at 17 medical

centers in Japan. After approval by the Pharmacological
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and Medical Device Agency (PMDA), ethical approval for

this study was obtained from the Institutional Review

Board of the University of Miyazaki and those of the other

centers. This clinical trial was conducted in compliance

with ethical principles based on the Declaration of Hel-

sinki, good clinical practice (GCP) of the Japanese Min-

isterial Ordinance, and other related regulation

requirements. The trial is registered in the JAPIC clinical

trials information; Japic CTI- 205255 (200410115290).

Subjects

Eligible patients were 18–75 years of age, had a definitive

diagnosis of active UC, and were receiving at least a daily

treatment of 30 mg or more of prednisolone for 7 days or

more. Patients had to meet all criteria, namely, a Mayo score

of 6 or more, a rectal bleeding subscore of at least 1, and Mayo

endoscopy subscore (MES) of at least 2, at entry. Main

exclusion criteria were as follows: patients with fulminant

UC, patients with precancerous lesion in the colon, medica-

tion history of biologics within the last 3 months, patients with

malignancy or any history of malignancy, and patients with

active infection. We excluded patients with a systolic blood

pressure under 90 mmHg and a pulse rate under 45 bpm for

safety reasons due to the vasodilatory effect of AM. All

patients provided written informed consent for all study-re-

lated procedures and were requested to be hospitalized for

2 weeks.

Randomization and masking

Eligible patients were enrolled for the study by the principal

investigator or a designee based on the above inclusion and

exclusion criteria. Patients were randomized to one of four

groups at a rate of 1:1:1:1 to receive placebo or 5, 10, or

15 ng/kg/min of AM. Randomization was performed by an

independent contract research organization (CRO), CAC

croit (Sapporo, Japan), using a block size of eight to attain a

1:1:1:1 ratio of randomization to placebo or three doses of

AM. The same CRO prepared the medication (vials con-

taining AM or placebo were indistinguishable) according to

the randomization list. Randomization lists were kept under

rigid control and opened after the completion of the study

procedure and confirmation of data.

Screening and evaluation

Patients were enrolled after confirmation of steroid-resis-

tance defined as at least daily treatment with 30 mg or more

of prednisolone. Screening tests including measurements of

vital signs, blood and urine examinations, as well as a

12-lead electrocardiography (ECG), were conducted within

2 weeks prior to administration. Demographic data and

disease characteristics including endoscopic disease activity

of patients were also collected before randomization.

Endoscopic subscores were assessed by on-site investigators

and were not subjected to central review. Clinical disease

activity was assessed by expert doctors according to the

Mayo score [17] and Lichtiger index [18]. Stool samples

were collected before administration of the investigational

drug and after 2 weeks of treatment initiation. Measure-

ments of fecal calprotectin and immunochemical blood tests

(FITs) were performed by a commercially available labo-

ratory testing service (BML, Tokyo, Japan) in compliance

with GCP. Additionally, measurements of complement

components including CH50, C1q, C3, and C4 and evalua-

tion of the absolute number of hematopoietic stem cells in

the peripheral blood were performed before and after 2, 4,

and 8 weeks by other laboratory testing services (SRL

medisearch, Tokyo, Japan and LSI medience, Tokyo, Japan,

respectively). The absolute number of hematopoietic stem

cells in the peripheral blood was measured as CD34-positive

cells using CD45FITC/CD34PE, 7AAD kit (Becton Dick-

inson Immunocytometry System, USA) and flow cytometry.

Interventions

After hospitalization, patients received a continuous infusion

of the assigned drug for 8 h per day for a total of 14 days. After

the final administration of the investigational drug, patients

were subjected to safety examinations and then discharged.

But, if necessary due to disease activity, continuous hospi-

talization was allowed. Patients were requested to make an

office visit at 4 and 8 weeks. Evaluations of their Mayo scores

including endoscopic examinations were done at 2 and 8

weeks, whereas evaluation of the Lichtiger index was done at

2, 4, and 8 weeks. The dose of concomitant steroid was

maintained for 2 weeks after drug administration, and then, a

reduction in the steroid dose was allowed depending on the

disease condition. Changes to the doses of other drugs, such as

aminosalicylic acid, were prohibited throughout the trial.

Data assessment

All data were collected at each institute from March 2017

to April 2019. The primary endpoint was the change in the

Mayo scores at 2 weeks. Secondary endpoints included the

change in the Mayo scores at 8 weeks and the rate of

clinical remission at 2 and 8 weeks, defined as a Mayo

score 0; the response rate of the Mayo scores at 2 and 8

weeks, defined as an improvement of a 3-point or more

decrease or at least a 30% decrease from baseline; the

changes in MES at 2 and 8 weeks; the changes in the

Lichtiger index at 2, 4, and 8 weeks; the changes in fecal

calprotectin and FIT at 2 weeks; and finally, the changes in

the given dose of steroid.
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Safety evaluations including the evaluation of adverse

events (AEs) and serious adverse events (SAEs) were

conducted throughout the study. Vital signs, blood and

urine tests, and a 12-lead ECG were performed at specified

times after administration, with monitoring of ECG being

assessed from the beginning of every test drug adminis-

tration until 2 h after the administration.

Serum concentrations of AM were assessed at predose, 4

and 8 h, and 2 h after administration (10 h after the start of

drug administration) on 1, 8, and 14 days of the adminis-

tration. Blood sampling and the procedures for the mea-

surement of the AM concentration have been previously

described [15]. Measurements and data processing were

carried by the Bozo Research Centre (Tsukuba, Japan). The

evaluated pharmacokinetic (PK) parameters included the

maximum measured plasma concentration (Cmax); the time

to maximum measured plasma concentration (Tmax); and

the cumulative area under the plasma concentration–time

curve (AUC) from time 0 to time 10 h.

Data collection and statistical analysis

All data, except for the PK parameters, were collected

using an electronic data collection system (Viedoc) and

analyzed by Intellim (Tokyo, Japan), an independent CRO.

The primary full analysis set (FAS) included all patients

who had completed 14 days of administration of the test

drug. The population included in the safety analysis were

all patients who received at least 1 day of administration of

the test drug. Changes in Mayo scores, Lichtiger index,

MES, fecal calprotectin, and FIT, as well as dose of steroid,

were analyzed using unpaired t test and analysis of vari-

ance (ANOVA) followed by Fisher’s multiple comparison

test. The clinical remission rate and response rate were

analyzed using chi-square analysis. The significant level

for each test was 5%. All analyses were performed using

SAS version 9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). The Cmax

and Tmax values were obtained directly from the data, while

the AUC was calculated using the Phoenix WinNonlin

software 6�1 (Pharsight, CA, USA). All data are shown as

mean ± standard deviation (SD).

Results

Randomization and clinical characteristics

of patients at baseline

We obtained informed consent from 30 patients, and then

two patients were excluded due to unfitness to the criteria.

The remaining 28 patients were enrolled in this study, and

26 patients received the drug, but five patients dropped out

within 14 days, and thus 21 patients completed the 14 days

administration. Of the 21 patients, only 12 patients com-

pleted the 8 weeks follow-up. Main reasons for early drop-

out were bad condition or not improved condition of the

UC. The clinical characteristics of the 21 patients who

completed the 14 days administration, adapted for FAS, are

shown in Table 1. We did not observe any significant

differences among the four groups except for the C-reac-

tive protein (CRP) level. None of the patients received any

biologics (infliximab or adalimumab) and immunosup-

pressants (cyclosporine or tacrolimus) for at least 3 months

before their enrollment.

Clinical efficacy

We did not observe any differences among the four groups

for the primary endpoint, the changes in Mayo scores at 2

weeks (Table 2). No patient was noted to achieve complete

remission at 2 weeks. Although the tracking rate was

insufficient, the Mayo score at 8 weeks was shown to be

significantly decreased only in the group of patients

receiving high-dose AM (15 ng/kg/min) compared with the

placebo group (- 9.3 ± 1.2 vs. - 3.0 ± 2.8, P = 0.035).

However, it should be mentioned that one patient in the

placebo group refused endoscopic examination, and hence,

the Mayo score was not assessed in this patient. More

importantly, all patients in the high AM dose group were

demonstrated to achieve complete remission at 8 weeks,

and this was statistically significant compared with the

placebo group (Table 2). The time course of the Mayo

score in each patient is illustrated in Fig. 1. All patients

with a serious condition (Mayo score C 11) at basal status

showed no improvement and were dropped out within 2

weeks. One patient in the low-dose AM group and three

patients in the high-dose AM group reached complete

remission by 8 weeks. We observed a similar tendency in

the Lichtiger index (Table 3), where the decrease in the

Lichtiger index reached marginal range (P = 0.075) only in

the high-dose AM group at 8 weeks. No differences were

noted among the four groups for MES (see Supplementary

Table 1). The doses of steroids in all patients were reduced

after 2 weeks administration of the investigated drug. The

doses of steroid at 8 weeks for placebo, AM 5 ng/kg/min,

AM 10 ng/kg/min, and AM 15 ng/kg/min groups were

11.3 ± 6.4 (n = 3), 5.0 ± 8.7 (n = 3), 10.0 ± 10.0

(n = 3), and 16.7 ± 12.6 mg (n = 3), respectively. The

changes in steroid doses between 0 and 8 weeks for each

group were - 8.7 ± 7.1, - 18.3 ± 10.4, - 6.7 ± 11.5,

and - 23.3 ± 7.6 mg, respectively. However, we did not

identify any statistical differences among the four groups in

the changes in the steroid dose at 4 and 8 weeks. We also

did not observe any differences in fecal calprotectin and

FIT among the four groups at 2 weeks. The changes in

fecal calprotectin and FIT in each patient are depicted in
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Table 1 Basal characteristics

of the patients
Characteristics Placebo Adrenomedullin

5 ng/kg/min 10 ng/kg/min 15 ng/kg/min

Number of cases 6 4 5 6

Age (years) 48.0 ± 16.5 54.0 ± 16.1 38.2 ± 10.4 41.5 ± 19.8

Male/female 5/1 2/2 4/1 2/4

Body weight (kg) 56.3 ± 17.0 54.2 ± 7.6 69.1 ± 13.1 50.2 ± 10.2

Current smorking 5 (83%) 1 (25%) 2 (40%) 1 (17%)

Extent of the disease

Pancolitis 5 (83%) 2 (50%) 3 (60%) 5 (83%)

Left-sided colitis 1 (17%) 2 (50%) 2 (40%) 1 (17%)

Mayo score 9.2 ± 1.5 9.5 ± 1.0 8.8 ± 1.1 9.8 ± 1.6

Lichitiger index 10.3 ± 2.4 10.8 ± 2.9 12.2 ± 0.4 12.0 ± 1.7

MES 2.5 ± 0.5 2.3 ± 0.5 2.2 ± 0.4 2.5 ± 0.5

FIT (ng/ml) 9615 ± 10.106 2358 ± 1989 1516 ± 2655 15020 ± 21896

Fecal calprotectin (mg/kg) 13639 ± 7068 15416 ± 10337 12780 ± 14307 17723 ± 15284

CRP (mg/dl) 0.66 ± 0.62 0.08 ± 0.07* 0.99 ± 1.13 2.27 ± 1.65

adrenomedullin (pg/ml) 9.6 ± 3.2 10.1 ± 0.6 10.6 ± 3.2 15.5 ± 3.9

Dose of steroid (mg) 29.2 ± 17.7 20.0 ± 11.5 24.0 ± 20.7 31.7 ± 15.1

MES Mayo endoscopy sub-score, FIT fecal immunochemical blood test, CRP C-reactive protein

*P = 0.023, compared to 15 ng/kg/min

Table 2 Changes of Mayo

score
Placebo Adrenomedullin

5 ng/kg/min 10 ng/kg/min 15 ng/kg/min

n Mean ± SD n Mean ± SD n Mean ± SD n Mean ± SD

Mayo score

Baseline 6 9.2 ± 1.5 4 9.5 ± 1.0 5 8.8 ± 1.1 6 9.8 ± 1.6

2 weeks 6 6.8 ± 3.6 4 5.0 ± 3.2 5 7.2 ± 2.7 6 7.0 ± 4.1

8 weeks 2 4.5 ± 3.5 3 2.0 ± 1.7 3 5.7 ± 2.5 3 0.0 ± 0.0

Change of Mayo score

2 weeks 6 - 2.3 ± 3.0 4 - 4.5 ± 2.9 5 - 1.6 ± 2.2 6 - 2.8 ± 3.0

8 weeks 2 - 3.0 ± 2.8 3 - 7.3 ± 2.5 3 - 2.3 ± 2.5 3 - 9.3 ± 1.2

P value (vs. placebo)

2 weeks 6 – 4 0.29 5 0.66 6 0.80

8 weeks 2 – 3 0.17 3 0.80 3 0.035

Response (response/non-response, %)

2 weeks 6 3/3 (50%) 4 3/1 (75%) 5 1/4 (20%) 6 2/4 (33%)

8 weeks 2 1/1 (50%) 3 3/0 (100%) 3 1/2 (33%) 3 3/0 (100%)

P value (vs. placebo)

2 weeks 6 – 4 0.43 5 0.30 6 0.56

8 weeks 2 – 3 0.17 3 0.71 3 0.17

Remission (Mayo score 0/others, %)

2 weeks 6 0/6 (0%) 4 0/4 (0%) 5 0/5 (0%) 6 0/6 (0%)

8 weeks 2 0/2 (0%) 3 1/2 (33%) 3 0/3 (0%) 3 3/0 (100%)

P value (vs. placebo)

2 weeks 6 – 4 N/A 5 N/A 6 N/A

8 weeks 2 – 3 0.36 3 N/A 3 0.025
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Fig. 2, along with the changes in clinical indexes. Finally,

no meaningful changes were observed in the complement

components and absolute number of hematopoietic stem

cells in peripheral blood in all groups at all measured time-

points (see Supplementary Table 2).

Plasma concentration of adrenomedullin

Plasma concentrations were dose-dependently increased by

AM infusion with good reproducibility after repeated

administration (Fig. 3). The increased plasma
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Fig. 1 Time course of each

Mayo score in all patients

Table 3 Changes of Lichitiger

index
Placebo Adrenomedullin

5 ng/kg/min 10 ng/kg/min 15 ng/kg/min

n Mean ± SD n Mean ± SD n Mean ± SD n Mean ± SD

Lichitiger index

Baseline 6 10.3 ± 2.4 4 10.8 ± 2.9 5 12.2 ± 0.4 6 12.0 ± 1.7

2 weeks 6 7.0 ± 5.8 4 5.5 ± 5.6 5 7.8 ± 3.8 6 6.5 ± 4.4

4 weeks 4 3.5 ± 3.7 3 2.0 ± 1.7 3 4.7 ± 4.7 3 1.3 ± 1.5

8 weeks 3 2.3 ± 4.0 3 1.3 ± 1.2 3 5.7 ± 4.5 3 0.3 ± 0.6

Change of Lichitiger index

2 weeks 6 - 3.3 ± 4.5 4 - 5.3 ± 4.2 5 - 4.4 ± 3.8 6 - 5.5 ± 5.3

4 weeks 4 - 5.8 ± 4.2 3 - 7.7 ± 3.5 3 - 7.3 ± 4.7 3 - 11.7 ± 3.2

8 weeks 3 - 6.0 ± 4.6 3 - 8.3 ± 3.1 3 - 6.3 ± 4.5 3 - 12.7 ± 1.5

P value (vs. placebo)

2 weeks 6 – 4 0.52 5 0.68 6 0.46

4 weeks 4 – 3 0.55 3 0.66 3 0.10

8 weeks 3 – 3 0.50 3 0.93 3 0.075
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concentration of AM mostly returned to basal levels within

2 h after the termination of the AM infusion. We did not

observe any progressive increase in the plasma concen-

tration of AM after repeated administrations, which is a

concern in multiple-dose administration studies in a phase

1 trial [15]. The AUC0-10 h after 14 days of the three

groups, namely 5, 10, and 15 ng/kg/min groups, was shown

to be 152 ± 34, 281 ± 39, and 440 ± 191 h*pg/mL,

respectively. The AUC0-10 h after 14 days of the high-dose

(A)

(B)

Fig. 2 Changes in clinical indexes (Mayo score and Lichtiger index)

and fecal markers (calprotectin and immunochemical blood test) of

each patient at 2 weeks. Changes in markers that showed exacerbation

or improvement of the disease are grouped together. Negative values

mean improvement, whereas positive values mean exacerbation.

Mayo score (MS) 0 or more indicate the MS at 8 weeks, whereas not

listed means dropped out patients before 8 weeks
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AM group (15 ng/kg/min) was significantly higher than

that of the other groups (P\ 0.05).

Safety assessments

Out of the 26 patients who received investigational drugs,

five were dropped out within 14 days; one patient each in

the placebo, 5 ng/kg/min, and 15 ng/kg/min groups and

two patients in the 10 ng/kg/min group. Only one patient in

the 10 ng/kg/min group terminated the administration

because of headaches and a decrease in blood pressure,

which were caused due to the vasodilatory effect of AM.

However, these AEs were observed to quickly disappear

after termination of drug administration. The reported AEs

are summarized in Table 4. Symptoms related to the

vasodilatory effect of AM, such as headaches, palpitations,

decreases in blood pressure, and flushes, were more fre-

quently observed in the AM-treated groups than the pla-

cebo group. However, these symptoms were mild and

tolerable without any treatments, except for the one patient

mentioned above. We did not observe any statistically

significant changes in blood pressure and heart rate in all

groups throughout the drug administration period (see

Supplementary Fig. 1). An SAE reported to have occurred

in one patient in the placebo group was that of infectious

pneumonia (Pneumococcus ? Pneumocystis) and related

adrenal insufficiency 1 month after the end of the placebo

administration. This patient recovered after appropriate

treatment, and this SAE was judged by the investigators to

not be related to the study drug. However, we did observe

gastrointestinal disorders or increases in the levels of

transaminase, which were probably related to UC, in both

the placebo and the AM groups. No deaths occurred during

this trial.

Discussion

This is the first randomized, placebo-controlled, phase-2a

trial of AM in Japanese patients with steroid-resistant UC.

Including the primary endpoint, none of the selected

parameters showed any improvements following treatment

with AM compared with treatment with placebo at 2

weeks. However, statistically significant remission was

achieved by high-dose AM (15 ng/kg/min) at 8 weeks.

Unfortunately, the low and medium doses of AM (5 and

10 ng/kg/min) did not show any clear improvement in

patients even at 8 weeks, so a dose–response relationship

was not suggested. Except for one patient in the medium-

dose AM group, all patients exhibited high tolerance for

the treatment with AM, with no SAE occurring following

administration of AM.

AM is thought to work as an endogenous counter-factor

for UC, and thus, increases in AM production in UC

patients were suggested. We found that the basal plasma

concentration of AM was higher in patients with UC than

that in healthy volunteers in the phase 1 single-dose study

(11.4 ± 7.2 pg/mL (n = 20) vs. 7.2 ± 1.4 pg/mL

(n = 23); P\ 0.0001) [15]. Of note, in one UC patient in

the present study, this value was found to be below the

lower limit of quantification (\ 5 pg/mL). At administra-

tion, 14 of 21 patients received infusion therapy and/or

enteral nutrition, and normal diets were restricted (five in

the placebo group, three in the low-dose group, two in the

middle-dose group, and four in the high-dose group).

Plasma concentrations of AM in patients with and without
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a restricted diet were 12.5 ± 4.2 (n = 13) and

10.6 ± 2.9 pg/mL (n = 7), respectively (P = 0.25).

A high rate of the placebo effect has been reported in a

previous trial for UC [1–3]. High response rates in the

placebo group have occasionally obstructed the successful

accomplishment of clinical trials for active UC [19]. In this

trial, we were concerned about the major impact from the

placebo effect because attending patients received hospi-

talization and bed rest for 2 weeks. Figure 2 illustrates the

changes in clinical indexes and fecal markers of each

patient at 2 weeks. Interestingly, patients who achieved

total remission at 8 weeks (indicated as MS 0) showed

clear improvements in all clinical and fecal markers. These

patients probably reflected the real effect of AM. In con-

trast, we observed a dissociation between clinical indexes

and fecal markers in resting patients. A relatively good

response of all markers was observed even in the placebo

group (indicated as MS 2). Additionally, in the placebo

group, we identified small improvements in clinical

indexes with inconsistent changes in fecal markers or

almost no changes in clinical indexes with remarkable

improvements in fecal markers. These results suggested

that 2 weeks of bed rest more or less influenced all patients,

and this might be the reason why we observed nonsignif-

icant or similar changes in markers at 2 weeks. All patients

were discharged after treatment for 2 weeks, so we could

not detect a continued improvement in the placebo group

from 2 to 8 weeks (Fig. 1). On the contrary, we observed a

progressive improvement in the high-dose AM group in the

same period, indicating that this must have been the real

effect of AM. Similar improvements might have occurred

in the low-dose group, but not in the medium-dose AM

group (Fig. 1). We previously reported a significant

improvement in steroid-resistant UC with administration of

9 ng/kg/min of AM, a dose similar to the medium dose of

AM in this trial [14]. Although the details were unclear,

one possible reason for this discrepancy might have been

the different methods of preparing the AM formulation.

Previously, based on our experience, we used a 1.4-fold

dose of the bulk AM powder to compensate for internal

water contamination in the bulk powder, so the real dose of

the AM formulation might have been higher than the

attributed 9 ng/kg/min.

The importance of early mucosal healing has recently

attracted a lot of attention because of the associated sus-

tained clinical remission and reduced operation rate in

active UC [20–21]. The rates of mucosal healing in the

short-term have been reported to be 43.1–60.7% in ran-

domized control trials (RCTs) using anti-TNFa biologics

against moderate-to-severe UC [1–2, 22–24]. A high dose

of AM was shown to achieve comparable rates of mucosal

healing, namely 50% (three of six patients who received a

2 weeks administration of AM) in this trial (Fig. 1).

Additionally, mucosal healing in previous studies was

defined as an MES of 0–1 [1–2, 22–24], but all successfully

treated patients receiving AM achieved an MES of 0 (see

Supplementary Table 1). As AM is known to be an

endogenous peptide, it would probably be safe for patients

and could be added to the list of existing drugs, such as

steroids, immunosuppressants, and biologics without fear

Table 4 Summary of reported

adverse events
Placebo [7] Adrenomedullin

5 ng/kg/min [5] 10 ng/kg/min [7] 15 ng/kg/min [7]

Any adverse events 4 (57%) 4 (80%) 6 (86%) 6 (86%)

Severe adverse events 0 0 0 0

Serious adverse events 1 (14%) 0 0 0

Deaths 0 0 0 0

Major adverse events

Nervous system disorders

Head disconfort 0 0 1 (14%) 2 (29%)

Headache 1 (14%) 3 (60%) 4 (57%) 4 (57%)

Cardiovascular disorders

Palpitation 0 0 0 1 (14%)

Flushing 0 0 0 2 (29%)

Decrease of blood pressure 0 0 1 (14%) 1 (14%)

Others

Gastrointestinal disorders 0 2 (40%) 0 0

Increase of transaminase 2 (29%) 0 0 1 (14%)

Muscle pain, back pain 2 (29%) 0 0 0

Rash 0 0 0 1 (14%)
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for excessive immunosuppression. Indeed, we did not

observe any occurrence of critical or unexpected AEs in

this trial following administration of AM (Table 4). It is

expected that AM could serve as an alternative agent for

the induction of mucosal healing with minimum risk in

patients with UC. In contrast, AM could not improve the

disease state in the more severe patients with a high Mayo

score of 11–12 (Fig. 1). Therefore, AM might not exhibit

an immediate effect introduced by tacrolimus in the more

severe or fulminant UC [25]. As AM is suggested to pro-

mote mucosal regeneration without strong immunosup-

pression, some hold time might be needed for mucosal

healing.

It was previously reported that AM and its binding

protein, complement factor H, downregulated the levels of

inflammatory cytokines and attenuated tissue injury in gut

ischemia and reperfusion injury [26, 27]. Additionally, AM

and complement factor H have been shown to enhance the

cleavage of C3b via factor I [28]. So, we speculated that

administration of AM might affect the complement factors

and contribute to tissue repairing in patients with UC.

Unfortunately, we did not detect any significant changes in

complement factors following administration of AM

(Supplement Table 2). We also did not observe any short-

term changes in the complement factors during adminis-

tration of AM (data not shown). It has been reported that

AM might promote angiogenesis through circulating bone-

marrow derived cells [29]. Unfortunately, we did not

observe any significant changes in the absolute number of

hematopoietic stem cells in the peripheral blood (Supple-

ment Table 2).

This study had several limitations. First, the number of

patients was small even though this was an early phase 2

trial. In addition, almost half of the patients dropped out

after 2 weeks of treatment. This might have interfered with

the detection of the true therapeutic effect of AM. Addi-

tionally, AM was not effective in the more severe cases of

patients, and a dose–response relationship was not shown.

Appropriate targeting of patients and a different dose set-

ting will be needed in a following trial. Second, the

endoscopic subscores were not subjected to central review,

so interobserver variations might have been unavoidable.

Fortunately, these variations might have been negligible for

the complete remission at 8 weeks. Finally, the placebo

effect associated with the 2 weeks bed rest might have

masked the effects of AM at 2 weeks.

In conclusion, despite the limited number of patients in

this double-blind randomized trial, we observed the suc-

cessful complete remission at 8 weeks in patients with

steroid-resistant UC receiving a high dose of AM. Hence,

AM could serve as candidate potent therapeutic agent for

complete remission in refractory UC.
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